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Abstract 
Time Domain Topological Energy (TDTE), uses a measure of the reflected ultrasonic field on an array of transducers placed on 
the boundary of the imaged medium. Two numerical determinations (direct and adjoint problems) of the acoustical field inside a 
reference medium are then necessary to obtain the image by computing the topological energy. This technique comes from the 
field of shape optimisation and mathematical developments for Non Destructive Testing and have shown close links with Time 
Reversal (TR) concepts. TR mirrors have been employed for various applications in a wide number of situations including wave 
guides (WG) where very good refocalisation performances have been obtained with a reduced number of transducers instead of 
an array. Moreover recent works have enlighten that the reverberation properties of a WG allow to re-focalise using TR with only
one transducer. For TDTE imaging we choose to model a single transducer placed at one end of a wave guide. The boundaries of 
the WG create virtual sources that can be understood as a virtual array of transducers. Results obtained numerically for imaging
using both TDTE and one transducer in a wave guide with increasing complexity : a hard spherical object and a set of three 
identical objects placed at the angles of an equilateral triangle are presented and preliminary experimental results are discussed.
PACS: 43.60.Tj ; 43.80.Ev ; 43.35.Yb  
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1. Introduction 
Time Domain Topological Energy (TDTE) has been first developed for Non Destructive Testing [1] and its 
performances [2] have shown with the price of a high consuming computer time a very good ability for imaging 
defect in complex materials such as carbon-epoxy composites. As these materials are often of small width their 
study in the field of acoustical propagation often corresponds to wave guide propagation.  Moreover it is often 
difficult to observe this materials (except for huge pieces) with an expensive and of  large dimensions array of 
transducers. TDTE is a method that derives from shape optimisation [3]. Topological optimisation provides a 
schema where through, optimisation constraints (elastic or wave equation for example), an iterative process can be 
done to minimize a cost function (a distance) between a virtually designed object and a real or a “to be realised” 
object. The problem is so described through the equations to be verified, the geometrical boundary conditions, and a 
set of limit conditions that can be measurements. This method has been used to reconstruct electromagnetic fields in 
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frequency domain [4]. Using wave equations and rewriting the problem in time domain, it has been shown by
Dominguez et al [1] to be a powerful and efficient imaging technique. It is worth to point out that the work of 
Dominguez et al has been followed by more mathematical ones [5]. The minimisation of the cost function leads to
what is known as the topological derivative or topological gradient. Its main drawback is it needs an iterative
process to converge and more critical eliminate spurious oscillations on the image. Moreover the obtained solution
is only mathematical and does not give any information about the reality of the optimised solution. Anyway using
wave equation in frequency domain and rewriting the problem of optimisation in time domain show that TDTE is
intimately related with time reversal. This strong relation provides a physical validity to the solutions obtained as 
images of the Topological Gradient. Another step in the construction of images from this optimisation process is the
replacement of the gradient by the “Topological energy” assuming the gradient is always negative. This energetic
function very often helps to avoid iterations and fasten the numerical process that rests the main drawback of the
method. As TDTE belongs to the same family of methods as Time Reversal, it can be expected it inherits from all its
properties [6]. Draeger et al [7], Roux et al [8] have shown the possibility in reverberant as well as in wave guide
conditions to re-focalise through time reversal with a few number of transducers. Even one transducer has been
shown to be sufficient as well in ultrasounds [7,8] as in audible range [9]. The purpose of this paper is to
numerically validate the ability of TDTE to give images through only one transducer of finite surface. A first part
will remember the basic principles of TDTE when a second one will describe the numerical transposition of TDTE 
with one transducer. The third part is devoted to increasing complexity examples while, after a discussion, the
results obtained on a preliminary real experiment will be reported.
2. Time Domain Topological Energy
The TDTE imaging comes from topological optimisation, and can be described as it follows. The spatial
distribution of (any) physical properties on a numerical domain  :  is optimized to tend toward the unknown
domain m . It can be achieved, for example, by including geometrical or physical “holes” in the domain. Then the
“distance” between this “known” numerical domain
 :
:  and the inspected domain m:  is minimised. The process
is iterated to obtain an image.
The process is then iterated. This method has been successfully used in the fields of static, electromagnetism and
has been used in Non Destructive Testing by ultrasound by Dominguez et al [2].
The first step of the TDTE method consists of establishing the cost function (1) which quantifies the distance
between the expected and real shapes:
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where  and  are in the case of acoustical propagation, respectively the acoustic fields
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Then, a variation  is produced by the introduction of an infinitesimal “hole” in the reference domain:d :  in
order to be near to the inspected medium m . In other words, the “hole” corresponds to a localised abrupt contrast 
of physical properties of the virtual medium
:
: . We study the sensibility to the variation d  of the domain: :
with an asymptotic development (2) of the cost function (1):
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If the heterogeneity yields to a closer description of the inspected medium, the cost function decreases, veryfying
the condition (3):
         > @ 0!:: ::: dfrgdfjdj RG  (3)
with .:d   0!:df
gThe first order term, only function of the space variable, is the topological gradient  rG  and has to  verify the
following condition:
  0rg G  (4)
The topological gradient representation allows to locate the heterogeneities in the inspected medium after several
successive iterations. 
2.1. Adjoint problem
Dominguez et al. [1] have shown the topological gradient brings two problems of propagation in the virtual
medium: the one named “forward” and the other named “adjoint” links to the ultrasound measurement. The
topological gradient is proportional to:
(5)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. Dominguez [2,5] has also shown in (6) the link between the adjoint problem
and the time reversal:
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t,where rU m*
G
 is the solution of the forward problem in the medium :  and  trU mm ,*
G
 is the
solution of the forward problem in the medium m: . T  is the recording time of the acoustic fields on an array of
transducers noted . The adjoint acoustic field is obtained fromm* T to 0.
The ad second numerical problem of ultrasound propagation. Furthermore, the measurement
field joi t problem is thet,nrU mm *
G
 and the numerical field  trU m,*
G
have to be known only on the m*  domain from thearray of transducers. The signal   t,TrUU mm *
G
 is time reversed and propagated through , giving the
complete field
:
rV : t,G  solution of the adjoint problem. We show in this way, the link between the topological
optimisation and the time reversal giving a physical meaning to the mathematical solution of shape optimisation.
2.2. Topological energy
The topological gradient or derivative [1,5,10] has a drawback. When forward and adjoint fields cross in time
domain, they indicate the localisation of the defects but this intersection brings oscillations causing instabilities and
loss of definition. This drawback involves an iteration of the process to limit these instabilities and to improve the
convergence. A modified version (7) of (5) allows to get rid of these problems and to get quickly an image, without
iteration of distributions of different physical properties between :  and m: media:
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Consequently, squares of forward and adjoint acoustic fields integrated give the image of Topological Energy.
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G
rwhereby   is the locus vector, p
G
k the wave vector, a the particle radius, acE  the time averaged acoustic energy
density, K(U f ,U p ,c f ,c p)  the acoustic contrast factor, U f , U p  density of fluid and particle, f  sound speed in 
fluid and particle, respectively. To summarize, the determination of TDTE in the whole space under study needs
four steps : 1) the measure on a surface of the retro-propagated acoustic field, 2) the numerical determination of the
whole acoustic field in a reference medium, 3) the re-propagation of the time reversed difference between the
measure and the reference acoustic field on the same measure surface and finally  the determination of the
Topological Energy as defined in equation (7). Two of these steps need a numerical determination of an acoustic
field through a wave equation solved, for instance, with a finite difference scheme or any other numerical tools
(finite elements…). As defined before the measure on a surface surrounded the whole domain, as in Time Reversal 
techniques, will give the more accurate results. Practically the surface is limited and is reduced to a finite number of
transducers. The limit of one transducer can be attained if more information in time domain is obtained than
compensate the loss of information coming from the spatial extension of the array of transducers. Fink et al [6],
Draeger et al [7] Roux et al [8] have shown the ability of Time Reversal techniques to take advantage of the
reflexions at the boundaries of a medium to avoid a huge number of transducer, for instance in a wave guide.
Moreover Bavu et al [9], following de Rosny et al [11] have recently shown that only one transducer can be
sufficient when the boundaries are highly reflecting.
c
1
, cp
As TDTE provides “physical” images because of its mathematical inheritance of the physical properties of Time
reversal, it has appeared  quite natural to try to transpose the results observed for Time Reversal with a few number
of transducers to TDTE process.
2.3. Time Domain Topological Energy in a Wave Guide.
We study here the behaviour of a single transducer that will be, for sake of convenience, reduced to a single
point. The rationale for a finite dimension one is roughly the same. As presented on figure 1, the point transducer is 
placed at the centre of the entrance of a two dimensional Wave Guide. The boundaries of the wave guide are
supposed to be totally reflective (  R ) for any frequency. That corresponds to an infinite set of virtual “mirror”
sources separated by the width of the wave guide.
As TDTE needs two wave field simulations, it clearly appears that two possibilities are offered by such a 
geometry. The first one is the commonly used wave equation discretisation or any other numerical simulation of a
wave field, while the second one, a semi analytical determination by a sum of the elementary sources even less 
immediate,  allows a better understanding of the limits of the process. This second option leads to what is known as 
Debye series [12]. In our case and for a semi analytical description of both the direct field and the adjoint one  it is
important to know how many couples of sources have to be taken into account. At any point  the field
produced by a source of potential is :
), yx(M
 (10)reffr ikr /),0(),(  II
where kthe wave vector that can be complex and r the distance at the source.
With the convention of n the point sources when the first reflexion occurs on the upper side of the wave guide
and n the point sources when the first reflexion occurs on the lower side and after a few geometry and algebra the 
potential for the last source contribution taken at 1% of the real source lead to : 
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where  N corresponds to an amplitude of the Nth source of 1% of the initial one. Such a description show clearly
that both the number of sources and the distance between the sources and the target is critical for the quality of the
modelling.
Heterogeneity
Virtual secondary sources
Transducer
Reflective
bondaries
Reflexion : creation of a
secondary source
Fig.1  Principle of the Wave Guide Simulated for TDTE imaging
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3. Numerical Simulation Results
3.1. Single object imaging
The simplest (an definitive test) is obviously to try to image through a waveguide a simple reflective object of 
high impedance contrast with respect to the propagation medium. The result is presented on figure 2a and 2b where
the source and the point of “imaging” are strongly connected with the sampling of the numerical calculation. In 
other words, if the spatial sampling is not sufficiently precise it is not necessary to ask for a great number of
secondary source in the analytical formulation. The centred object is well localised but the out of axis one is not so 
well detected. Moreover spurious information appears at the bottom of the wave guide.
a) b)
Fig.2  Iimages of a single reflective object with a single transducer : a) punctual and centered source and object (logarithmic image scale) , b)
source of finite surface and punctual out of axe object. (The horizontal and vertical scales are sampling points while the color scale is linear).
3.2. Imaging a “Cantor” object
TDTE seems to be able to detect simple reflective objects. Its ability to image more complicated ones has been
verified on a more complicated one. A triangle embedded on a plane with at its vertexes a cylinder has, in plane
waves a diffraction figure that is a Cantor dust. The reflected acoustic field is the complementary of the Cantor dust
where a large amount of energy has been trapped into the triangle. Such an object is difficult to image and the Bscan
obtained with an array (128) of transducers and presented on figure 3 show it is not possible to locate precisely the
three vertexes of the triangle.
A TDTE image obtained with the same array of transducers leads to a better determination of the three cylinders
but it remains difficult to separate the two cylinders parallel to the array of transducers.
The figure 4 shows the interferences between the two upper cylindrical reflectors. It show also the apparition of
spurious energy at the end of the wave guide.
Figure 5 has been obtained with a wave guide whose width corresponds to 350 spatial samples.
Even with a linear scale the three cylinders are perfectly visible on the image. Moreover they are located at the
exact expected points. On the other hand visible interferences are present inside the triangle that could make the
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image difficult to read. Nevertheless this last result shows clearly that only one tranducer in a wave guide is 
sufficient to image a complex structure through TDTE. The fact that the results appear better with one tranducer
than with an array could be explained as follow: in the case of an array the wave is approximately plane. It insonifies 
the triangle with the same incidence for the two upper cylinders, while in the case of the waveguide the virtual
aperture is wider and the triangle is insonified with more “angles”, allowing a better definition of the image.
Fig.3  B-scan of the Cantor object 
Fig.4  Mmultiple transducers TDTE image of three spherical objects 
which diffraction figure is a Cantor set (color scale logarithmic)
Fig.5  one transducer TDTE image of the Cantor object. The scale axis
are sampling points while the image scale is linear
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4. Imaging real objects 
Preliminary experiments have been realised in water with a single transducer placed in a three centimetre height 
water layer. Images of a metallic target have been obtained where the surface of the target is detected but at a wrong 
place. The main difference between the numerical simulations and the experiment is the reflection at the walls of the 
wave guide. In the first case they are supposed to be identical and of infinite reflexion coefficient while in the 
second case the polypropylene bottom of the experiment tank and the interface water air are neither identical nor of 
infinite reflection coefficient. Nevertheless these preliminary results show clearly the potential efficiency of the one 
transducer TDTE method. 
5. Conclusion 
The extension of the Time Domain Topological Energy method has been extended to the case of one transducer. 
As the method inherits from the mathematical and physical properties of time reversal, our numerical results 
confirm the ability of this family of method to image a complex medium with only one tranducer. Moreover, in 
some cases one transducer in a wave guide is better than an expensive array of transducers. These numerical results 
are now to be extended to real experimental cases. 
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